
Radiation Therapy: Quality Contro1 Equiprrlent

ESSEN Q⊂ Cube MONI ⊂HE ⊂K
Geometⅱc Test Device Mollitor Test Device
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Featllres

ㅑ· Aclylic cube for quality control of geolnetric Fleld

p araIIleters

=≠

 Enables the user to insert individually packed radio—

graphic 且1IIls for four directions of beaΠ l incidence

、· Inc111des a needle for Inarking reference points on the

test FllII1

:'●

:. Line Inarks serve for the a어 ustHlent to the LASER

beams by a three— point bearing

The ESSEN QC cube is a helpful device for the comparison

0f the radiation fi eld and the light 且eld of linear accelera—

tors and 60Co therapy units◆  Cross lines and a height

aσjustable four— point bearing Inake it possible to adjust

the cube to the LASER lines of the therapy unit˚  The cube

has four double wa11s to insert individually packed radio —

graphic test 且1nls of up to 18 cΠ 1 x 24 cΠ 1 size. It is

designed for two horizontal and two vertical directions of

bealn incidence. Radiographs can be taken with the gantry

positioned at 0。 , 90。 , 180。
 and 270° . Holes in the wa11s

enable the user to Hlark ref는 rence points on the inserted

F11ms using a needle. The exposed 且1nl shows the light

Fleld (needle Hlarks) in relation to the radiation field

(exposed area)●  This Inakes it possible to check the con—

fbrlnity of the light Πeld and the radiation FIeld as well as

the isocenter position.

The gantly angle a屯 ustIIlent is checked by irradiating two

opposite filnls simultaneously.

order요 ng InforIIlation

T2965 ESSEN QC Cube and needle
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Features

幸ㅏ Makes it possible to check the monitor calibration by

inserting an ionization chaIIlber into a hole of the

RWB block

對 Slides into the accessoly tray of the LINAC

The MONICHECK test o㎏ ect is an aclylic device to check

the constancy of the dose Inonitor calibration of linear

accelerators easily, which is the H10st inlportant parameter

fbr correct patient treatllilent. The basic conlponent is an

RW3 block with a hole to insert a 0.B cn13 ionization

chaΠ1ber Hlodel B100BIB1013 ● Adapters for other chaΠ 1ber

types are available upon request. The chaΠ 1ber is con—

nected to a dosemeter such as the UNIDOS. The Hleasuring

depth of the chamber is 16 H1Π1 0f 33 HIIn depending on

the orientation of the RW3 block. The block is mounted to

an appropriate plate, which is inserted into the accelera—

tors accessory holder●  The type ofthe accelerator has to be

specified, since the Inechanical design of the accessoly

holder geometly diff는 rs with the type oflinear accelerator.

For constancy tests, the Πleasuring results are compared

with previous measureIIlents under identical irradiation

conditions ◆

order요 ng Inforlnatlon

T40050 MONICHECK monitor test device

optlons
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3 1003IB 101B Semi且 ex chaHlber 0● B clnB

▷ SeΠ li且 ex Ionization Chambers ραℓe I 6

〉 UN工DOS DoseΠ leters ραℓe I 크I
〉 MULTIDOS Multi Channel Dosenleter ραℓe B2

〉 T:ANDEM Dual Channel ElectroHleter ραℓe I 4
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